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Meeting Notes 
Federal Transit Administration (FTA)  

Technical Assistance (TA) Center Coordination Quarterly Meeting 
Wednesday, September 9, 2020, 9:00AM – Noon EST 

 

Purpose: To prioritize a coordinated communication strategy across FTA and its five national 

technical assistance (TA) centers that will effectively share information with state 

transportation agencies and rural and tribal transit providers on coordination opportunities and 

leading coordination practices in an accessible and informative way.  

 

Objective: To resolve the outstanding GAO recommendation via Public Transportation: 

Enhanced Federal Information Sharing on Coordination Could Improve Rural Transit Services, 

by: 

1. Generating a centralized, searchable library database cataloging all available 

transportation resources, cross linked on FTA-funded TA centers and FTA program 

webpages. (Under development by NRTAP);  

2. Planning 2020 quarterly convenings (June, September, December) to share upcoming 

events and resources for cross promotion, and encourage ongoing coordination across 

the TA centers and FTA; and 

3. Recommending future activities for coordination.  

 

Federal Updates 

Marianne Stock, FTA Program Management (TPM): 

TPM is hiring a new person joining the TPM rural and targeted program’s office who will be 

responsible for managing cross-cutting TA Center activities, including the TA center grant 

programs. 

CCAM – Moving forward on implementation activities contained within the 2019-2022 CCAM 

Strategic Plan; published new products: CCAM program Inventory, Federal Fund Braiding Guide 

and Cost-Sharing Policy Statement; continuing to update the summary of CCAM activities on a 

quarterly basis (please continue to share with Danielle TA center items to be included); 

progress on the CCAM Cost Allocation Model (phase 1 ended in July, phase 2 – is getting 

underway) and the tool will enable the field to determine the fully allocated costs related to 

sharing NEMT trips; and next step with CCAM is to ensure that internal materials are aligned 

with the CCAM mission. 

COVID – FTA has awarded 92% of CARES Act funds and has awarded 77% of rural.   

Competitive – the AIM grants were announced, and FTA is reviewing Tribal grants. 

https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-20-205
https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-20-205
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Discussion/Questions 

Ways to learn at the state level, the amount of funds that have been spent – or plan to be spent 

on transportation?  Is this best answered at the Federal or state levels?  

• FTA response:  This varies across programs. The CCAM Program Inventory has some 

reporting on Federal program transportation expenditures (which if you go to their 

Federal agency data warehouse website (ACL, HRSA, etc.) you can see the breakdown by 

State), but transportation expenditure data is not known by all CCAM agency programs.  

It would be best to work directly with State agency personnel at the state level.  

• ACL response:  States report back on how they spent the money (e.g. Older American’s 

Act Title III-B) – so there is a lag in the data.  To get the most up-to-date data, it is best 

to go directly to the State agencies, such as the State Unit on Aging.  

Danielle Nelson, FTA Program Management (TPM):  

The CCAM Report to the President is in final review at DOT and is anticipated to be final on or 

around September 30.  Once it is final, a decision will be made about when to schedule a 

webinar about the contents of the Report.  The webinar may focus on other CCAM deliverables 

along with the report.    (CCAM Program Inventory, CCAM Cost-Sharing Policy, CCAM Federal 

Fund Braiding Guide). 

John Day, FTA, Office of Civil Rights (TCR) : 

Provided introduction to TCR.  TCR reviews all TA center products that touch on civil rights.  TCR 

has a staff of 30 people at headquarters and across regions covering ADA, Title VI, DBE, and 

EEOC.  TCR works with many FTA offices; develops frequently asked questions; works on the 

USDOT strategic plan; represents FTA on the Departments Disability Law Council; rulemaking; 

investigates complaints; oversight reviews; and discretionary reviews.  FTA has started a bi-

weekly cross-agency accessibility coordination work group that is hosted by TCR and includes 

TPM and TRI.  

Rik Opstelten, FTA, Transportation Research, Demonstration, and Innovation (TRI) Office: 

Shared information about newly announced AIM grants and provided an AIM project overview.  

Led a discussion about a TRI dashboard/inventory that is a grant project database that maps TRI 

projects and research efforts. The group asked whether the TRI tool can be used across FTA 

investments (including those projects funded through TA Centers)?  Rik would welcome 

considering a lesson learned document.   

Lori Gerhard, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Administration for Community 

Living (ACL):  

Discussed three things: 1) Feedback on ACL Strategic Framework; 2) Coordinated 

Transportation Initiative Grant Program; and 3) An ACL Prize Challenge competition: 
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• Strategic Framework Highlights: received comments from Easterseals, CARF, Iowa, 

others.  

• Topic from the Field: Advising states that ADRC networks are active in HST Councils. We 

can encourage the creation of councils. Common transportation assessment and 

protocol tools; this helps providers – the more we can align common data. Build on 

projects such as Rides to Wellness. Transportation accessibility was a focus of some of 

the comments. Policy levers: In NJ, there’s a transportation protocol – working hard to 

figure out how they are blending/braiding funds on transportation. Assure that People 

with Disabilities reach their destination (complete trip: destination to destination). In 

some states, it is all county-based transportation.  Full summary will be available today.  

Lori encourage TA providers to send resources. 

• Lori shared information about the ACL prize challenge approach 

 

TA Center Updates: NCMM, NADTC, SUMC, N-CATT, NRTAP 

National Center for Mobility Management (NCMM) (Jerom Theunissen, Judy Shanley, Rich 
Weaver):  
POD Cast Series Launched; Mobility Management Connections is online peer to peer learning 
opportunity for mobility managers, it’s growing and offers many webinars; various grant 
programs announced on website. 
 
National Aging and Disability Transportation Center (NADTC) (Virginia Dize and Carol Wright 
Kenderdine): 
Diversity panel and advisory committee; and product on diversity and transportation needs of 
older adults and individuals with disabilities.  
 
Shared Use Mobility Center (SUMC) (Albert Benedict): 
Supporting the IMI grant program; draw on MOD to develop library; SUMC has a benefits 
calculator on SUMC website. If people are interested in task force that SUMC has on data 
sharing – GPS Flex. 
 
National Center for Applied Transit Technology (N-CATT) (Sheryl Gross Glaser): 
Completed four state summits. Knowledge about technology and goals. Have strike teams – 
Allegheny County NY, Bloomington IN – looking at micro transit. Webinar series topics: AVs, 
Hydrogen Fuel Cell, Electric buses, MaaS, Open source, and GTS Flex. RFPs going out for virtual 
public engagement, data guide, etc. White papers are in process. Tech procurement: https://n-
catt.org/news/n-catt-seeking-white-paper-guidebook-proposals/. 
 
National Rural Transit Assistance Program (NRTAP) (Robin Phillips): 
Working on podcasts. Also, focus on integration of systems, including transportation and 
emergency management systems. RTAP will have a community grant program shortly focus on 
partnerships and Social Determinants of Health. October 8th – rural transit managers 

https://nationalcenterformobilitymanagement.org/mobility-lines-podcast-ep1/
https://n-catt.org/news/n-catt-seeking-white-paper-guidebook-proposals/
https://n-catt.org/news/n-catt-seeking-white-paper-guidebook-proposals/
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roundtable.  Rural Transit Heroes each week.  Received over 50 photos of heroes across the 
nation. Will hold a #RuralTransitHeroes Twitter Chat on 10/20/20, 2-3 PM. 
 

Technical Assistance Coordination Library (TACL) – Cara Marcus, NRTAP  

Monthly calls across TA Centers on Task Force; Developed database field criteria and double 

review process; Selected an external vendor to develop library platform.  

 


